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Abstract: - In this era of technology, the most valued asset can be ‘Data’. With the increasing number of data, the value of it keeps increasing.  

Data storage and data manipulate for to achieve some particular goals or business requirements increasing in number and storing it has 

become a complex and tedious task. With the use of some advanced technologies like hadoop, it simplified the data storing process, but 

due to rapid development and excessive use of AI and ML, tons of data is collected. The quintessence is to ascertain an extra cost effective 

storage alternative. This paper provides with an effective solution to store data over the cloud with numerous benefits over traditional data 

storage methods by developing a data lake using AWS a Cost Effective Data Lake Management algorithm (CEDLMA). Furthermore, the 

functionalities of data lake include managing and storing sorted as well as unsorted data, gathering various analytics from the data lake as 

per business requirements.  Proposed work is evaluated with AWS’s IAM and S3 services. 

Keywords: Data Lake, Data Storage Techniques, Big data, Data Lake, AWS, IAM, S3. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

To introduce the concept of Data-lake [1] let us understand a following scenario.  Envision a data lake as a huge 

virtual cloud storage where ‘n’ number of users can upload / download data and later use it for processing  it to 

extract useful results or conclusions. Talking more about the traditional methods for storing data i.e. data warehouses 

they work fine until the data is predefined and desperate. However, with the modernization in technology and 

excessive use of Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning, the number of raw and unfiltered data is increasing 

[1][2]. To cope up with this situation data lakes prove to be an easy and efficient means of data storage. Major issues 

such as frequent data loss, low data quality [3], high data storage cost are addressed in data lakes. While the data 

keeps generating, organizations need a way to use their data part from just storing into an effective tool for enhancing 

their businesses [4]. Data in S3 data lake has a data longevity rate of 99.9999999 %, which puts it ahead of other 

competitors [1].  A data lake is essentially a accessible, adaptable storage running that stores kind of raw data in its 

native format after being ingested form heterogeneous sources. To begin with, the examination of the pre-requisite 

conditions for achieving data high availability is typically absent from standard data availability computing models, 

which only address cloud storage systems from the standpoint of series or parallel connection design.  Furthermore, 

industry’s conventional approaches to enhancing data availability involve designing more intricate organizational 

frameworks or utilizing physical infrastructure with higher performance. [5][11]. The cloud storage system as a 

whole is not highly available, through regardless of how the service side is built, if the client side cannot move 

service nodes.[6][13] 

This paper helps us to answer questions like is storing data a costly and complex thing? How can one establish a 

secure data lake environment ready for business use?[14] How can one integrate existing data warehouse with 

upcoming data lake technologies. 
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

The authors [1] give us a descriptive idea about what is a data lake, its major characteristics, with some information 

of existing data storage systems like Hadoop, AWS, and Azure etc [1][7]. Hadoop is one of the traditional data 

storing methods uses Map Reduce for data analysis[8]. On the other hand AWS provides exciting features like 

enhanced data privacy, smooth data integration and user friendliness. The authors [12] compares the functionalities 

of data lake and data warehouses. We get a brief idea about the existing data storing methods with all the positives 

and negatives. [13] The research problems of data lake have been addressed by a number of systems and solutions 

suggested in the last decade.  Even while Data Lake is a popular term right now and has a lot of excitement 

surrounding it, its precise definition and uses are still somewhat unclear. 

Previous efforts to organize, the data lake only offer a slight perspective on a portion of the data lake research 

questions.[14]  Moreover, none of these efforts discourse the essentials of upcoming problems with data lakes, like 

how to support data lakes.[16] 

The quintessence is to ascertain an extra cost effective storage alternative. Data that can originate in factual time, 

scale data of several extent although saving period in describing data schema, transformations, structures, effective 

and affordable approach to store, manage and analyze data to improve performance of the applications and meet all 

possible requirements of the user. When the amount of data generated was low, traditionally data was stored on 

physical drives and magnetic disks.[17] Users interacted with the data storage mechanics physically when they 

require any data in real time. Users need to predefine some data structures for storing the data, think about efficient 

memory management techniques, efficient algorithms, and process the data before entering the storage [5].  Later 

querying the data is a slow process with increasing number of data the time required for fetching the data from the 

storage increases. Some of the major drawbacks of traditional system are: 

• Physical devices are required for storage. 

• User must run maintenance tools manually. 

• High initial investment and effort. 

• More prone to cyber threats like virus attacks. 

 

III. DATA WAREHOUSE V/S DATA LAKES 

Data warehouses are traditional data storage methods whereas data lakes are a modern updated version of existing 

data warehouses[15]. 

Table 1.0, below depicts the key alterations among data warehouses and Data Lake. 

Table 1 Data lake and Data ware house dimensions 

Sr. 

No 

Dimensions Data Warehouses Data Lakes 

1] Structured Format ✓     

Unstructured format     ✓ 

raw format     ✓ 

processed format ✓     

2] Schema  ✓     

on-write ✓     

on-read     ✓ 

3] Scalability ✓     

Volume Large Extremely large 

Cost Moderate  Low 

4] Architectural Design ✓     

Hierarchical  ✓     
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Flat     ✓ 

5] Design Complexity  ✓     

Joins ✓     

Processing      ✓ 

6] Efficiency  ✓ ✓ 

7] CPU/IO 

 

 

User efficient Moderately user 

efficient  

 

Major benefits of data-lake over data-warehouses are:  

• Democratize data 

• Improve data quality 

• Higher Scalability and Versatility  

• Schema Flexibility 

• Advanced Analytics 

• Data storage in native format 

IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

The AWS cloud consists of core AWS services, which include AWS Lambda (function) micro-services, 

OpenSearch service Amazon (inheritor to amazon elastic search) intended for providing reliable exploration 

proficiencies, amazon’s Cognito to authenticate user, for data transformation AWS glue  data transformation and 

for data analysis Athena [7]. The elucidation controls the scalability, safety and stability of amazon’s S3 to 

accomplish a prescient dataset of organizational catalog. Amazon dynamo DB that deals with the corresponding 

metadata. When a data set is categorized, the descriptive and attributes tags are obtainable for exploration [18-20]. 

A user be able to search and surf obtainable datasets trendy the created data lake console and build the data list 

required by the users. The system retains track of data set, a user chooses and creates a manifest file with protected 

access links to the results when the user checks out [21-23]. 

Proposed Methodology 

 

Figure. 1: Data Lake process 
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Proposed System Architecture for data lake  

 

Figure 2: System Architecture 

Developing a data lake by selecting an appropriate application for building a data lake, we need to design the data 

lake, which will follow the given steps: 

CEDLM: Data Lake Algorithm: 

Step_1: map present data with incoming data and present user with incoming user 

Step_2: If user is not present in existing user list - create new user  

             - Check the required role is present to attach to user or not 

             - If IAM role is present  

                    i. Check existing IAM role and policies  

                    ii. If condition satisfied attach present policy to the Role 

       iii. Attach Role to the newly user 

              - If IAM role is not present:  

      i. Create security policy 

      ii. Create new IAM Role  

      iii. Attach the required permissions and role            policy to the Role 

     iv. Attach Role to the newly created user 

Step_3: Create S3 bucket 

   i. Create security policy for S3 bucket 

   ii. Create Role 

   iii. Assign Role to the respective User as per requirement. 

Step_4: Data Lake Configuration 

    i. Airflow to programmatically author, schedule and monitor workflow. 

    ii. Create Database using RDS (Relational database service) 
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    iii. Administration and Development of Database. 

     iv. Register S3 bucket as Data Storage. 

Step_5: Glue and Crawler Configuration 

    i. Create AWS Glue catalog 

    ii. Classify data  

  iii. Determine the format, schema, and associated properties data. 

  iv. Group data in tables 

  v. Write metadata for GLUE, ATHENA to vision the S3 facts as a database schemas using Crawler. 

vi. Assign permissions to the crawler, Athena, and Glue 

vii. Assign role the respective services for proper communication with each other. 

Step_6: Query Data 

Run queries using Athena 

Mathematical modeling: 

C-Total Storage Capacity of the data lake (in bytes) 

P-Probability of data longevity (as a decimal) 

I-Data loss rate (as a percentage) 

Tr- Average data retrieval time (in seconds). 

Cost- Total cost of data storage. 

Now, let’s represent some relationships: 

1. Data Longevity(D): 

𝐷 = 𝑃 ∗  100% 

2. Data Loss Rate (L): 

𝐿 ≤ 100 % 

3. Data Retrieval Efficiency (E): 

𝐸    =        
1

𝑇1
 

4. Cost of the Data Storage:  

Cost = Infrastructure Cost + Maintenance Expenses + Data Retrieval Costs 

Result Analysis 

 

  Figure 3: Data Lake storage  
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V. CONCLUSION 

With increasing number of data from numerous sources, developing a Data Lake is a need, to store large amount of 

data efficiently that comes in real life. Security and user accessibility plays a major role nowadays. AWS offers 

excellent and efficient end-to-end framework with solutions like security, managing, monitoring data at low cost 

effectively. Apart from being a widely use technology, AWS also has various integrity features to upscale existing 

data warehouses into data lakes at low cost without any major complexities. 
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